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Setting up the stage

Spring Seminar 2023
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Badges

Working room

Another bored (?)

photo

Jamie McLaughlin,

Rita Men, Ethan

McCarty

Neighborhood dinner

vibes

Page up Board

meeting!
First conference

photo

Board meetings!

“Big changes happen

over time with small

changes.”

No. Sleep. Till.

BROOKLYN!

Interview: Ethan

McCarty and Ezra

Klein

Ezra Klein keynote

Big crowd! We will be

doing the wave

shortly.

"Just because we’re in the

trade of influence doesn’t

mean we’re immune to it." -

Ethan McCarty, 2023

Spring Seminar Chair

The anticipation is

building!

“People don’t change their

behavior because you tell

them to; they change their

behavior because you inspire

them.” - Grant Toups

If you want to have power in an

organization and move the

needle you have to set the path

with numbers [metric of

success] to get there. And that’s

how its done - Eric Severson

Video interviews in

the making!

Conference Canvas

post of the

Conference Canvas.

Let’s get meta!

A member shared this

great photo of me

interacting with those

in the audience virtually

Amazing to see new

research- right at the

opening of the conference.

Employees have greater

influence than customers.

Sharing our

influences (Bevin

McGuire)

Ethan McCarty kicks

us off!

Team Integral arrives!

Influence in a polarized

world: “if only I can

make you not wrong,

then everything will be

just fine”

To be influential, you

need to be “influence-

able”

Influence acts upon people

slowly, over time. The

difference between

persuasion and influence is

that persuasion happens but

influence doesn’t

Scoping out the

unconference session

board

First and foremost,

influence is relational. It

is something you build

in contrast with another

person.

Tips and thoughts on hybrid work: "If there's ice

cream - I'll go!" "Hybrid could be seen as having

the worst of both worlds - in-person, but not a

critical mass to be the most effective.

Coordinating schedules has allowed us to

maximize the benefits of in-person and virtual"

2:16pm "Keep the flexibility but solve challenges

that flexibility created in the first place - need to

match other teams within the org" 2:17pm

Division is REAL

Does physical

location affect or

reflect a company’s

values?

Tips/Solutions for closing the culture gap with hybrid

work:

"Coordinate days in the office to maximize the benefit

of community" 

 "Intentional curation to foster relationships and drive

community" 

 More tips: "put a stake in the ground on mandatory

time in - office. Pick the highest value times and

meetings that need to be in - person" 

"Involving junior talent face to face is critical to their

commitment to the organization and professional

growth" 

Calm, rational thinking

need to be

emphasized

Gen Z want to come in but also

want to not have to come in every

day. It seems like the new

generation wants to have an

extremely flexible schedule where

they can find times to come in.

While the public may think

that companies need to

speak out about the issues

of today, partners & other

stakeholders may not

As polarization continues,

brand/company identity

and perception will

continue to rise in

importance

“Should we redeploy

our resources to

amplify the personal

brand of leaders who

can truly connect?”

“When you go home tonight,

will you be proud of what you

did today? Will you want to

tell your family?” — Mark

Schaefer, quoting Tom Peters

Mark Schaefer on

community as the

future of marketing.

Dan Nestle of LIXIL

Great insight from Mark

Shaeffer on how much

of your narrative is out

of your control:

Where the Dodgecoin

apologists aren’t!

Eric Severson, “I learned

early on in an HR training

that numbers are the

language of business. Those

who don’t speak it will be

silenced.”

“People don’t change their

behavior because you tell

them to; they change their

behavior because you inspire

them.” - Grant Toups

“I learned early on in an HR

training that numbers are the

language of business. Those

who don’t speak it will be

silenced.” - Eric Severson

Panel: C-Suite Peer

Pressure: influencing

the influential

  "You can't influence

unless you are

committed to what you

are going to say" -

Grant Toups

"Having and showing the

data that is impacting th

ebusiness and revenue will

take you a long way as a

leader" - Gaurav Chand

Lead in you space for

grow with an

enterprise mindset. -

Jin Montesano

We need to graduate from

staying in our comms area.

It's important to lean in as

an enterprise leader first.  -

Jin Montesano

Great thought from the

audience: As CCOs,

“we’re the ones who

have to hold up a mirror

to the leadership.”

Great thought from the

audience: As CCOs,

“we’re the ones who

have to hold up a mirror

to the leadership.”

"A brand isn't what we

are telling people but

what people are telling

each other" — Mark

Schaffer

1. The personal brand is the

brand

2. The customer is the marketer

3. Emotional connection moving

to humans more than product

attributes

"Known" menas to have

the presence, authority

and reputation to get

the job done — Mark

Schaeffer

"Amplify YOU at your

best" — Mark

Schaeffer

"Where the

Dodgecoin apologists

aren’t!"

"Marketing communications

strategy in the current

moment: Emotional

connection > Product

attributes." 

-Mark Schaffer

Mark Shaeffer: “The

customer is the hero.

The customer is the

marketer. The company

helped people belong.”

"Marketing communications

strategy in the current

moment: Emotional

connection > Product

attributes." 

-Mark Schaffer

Community events like

coffee chats or certain

holiday weekdays are great

for fostering community and

creating a community that

people want to work in.

What issues DO we

talk about? Which

shareholders do we

listen to?

Organic community events

or organic chat times for

employees are the best

kinds of interactions to

combine with work.

You can enforce and

disseminate your

culture and values

without being dramatic

How do keep the flexibility but

work well as different departments

who are on different Schedules

because of the flexibility? It drives

tension even tho it makes the

schedules for everyone easier

From the generative AI

unconference session: Every input

into Chat GPT or another

generative AI tool is teaching the

tool. It's capturing everything you

tell it -- so don't tell it anything

sensitive.

Great insight from Mark

Shaeffer on how much

of your narrative is out

of your control

“Should we redeploy

our resources to

amplify the personal

brand of leaders who

can truly connect?”

Mark Shaeffer: “The

customer is the hero.

The customer is the

marketer. The company

helped people belong.”

Mark Schaefer on

community as the

future of marketing.

“The only remedy for

employee drain is

community.” — Mark

Schaefer

“When you go home tonight,

will you be proud of what you

did today? Will you want to

tell your family?” — Mark

Schaefer, quoting Tom Peters

Does physical

location affect or

reflect a company’s

values?

s polarization continues,

brand/company identity

and perception will

continue to rise in

importance

As communicators,

we're uniquely

positioned to take

community to the next

level

Brands have to be willing to have

tough conversations with

stakeholders, as well as having the

right executives willing and able to

have those conversations at the

right time is paramount.

On hybrid work affecting

culture: "If employees have

the most influence, we need

to be listening to them when

we create these policies" 

Complete

disengagement about

National issues is no

longer an option

The play of how much you want to

work vs how much you want to be

isolated is very interesting. Going in

to the office can be not preferred

sometimes but everybody needs

human communication and real-life

interaction just as covid taught us.

One size fits all

approach doesn’t

exist anymore.

"CCO's are telling us that there isn't

a one-size-fits-all approach" "Hybrid

has increased intentionality of time

spent together and focus on topics

that need more attention and

conversations that need to be held

live"

Connecting is working. A

better environment and

better relationships fosters

higher productivity and

creativity.

From the generative AI

unconference session: "Can I

use Chat GPT in a way that

trains it to associate our

experts with certain topics?"

issues of

communication are

almost always layered

Happy nerd!

on hybrid work affecting culture: "Hybrid

has forced efficiency and reconsideration

of meetings and leaving open time to

connect when in the office" 2:27pm

"Connecting IS working" 2:27pm

"remember when the best part of work was

socializing, learning the politics of your

organization, and young professionals are

missing out on this entirely" 2:30pm

ESG is a huge reputation

opportunity. If you’re really anchored

to your purpose and values, and

when the wind blows and you’re still

anchored, it’s a tremendous

opportunity to stand strong in what

the business is built on.

David Meadvin, Jason

Schechter, Ethan

McCarty

Don’t overcomplicate

things

Culture is not written.

It’s made

Unconference in

action!

From the generative AI

unconference session: "I

asked Chat GPT to write a

bio of me. It sounded good at

first, but then it said I retired

last year."

Culture is not written.

Helping the new fifty percent

of employees learn our

culture and apprentice in our

craft in a hybrid world is hard.

"Transmitting culture to

new employees that

started post-pandemic is

one of the biggest

challenges we're facing" 

"'The way things are done

around here' is different than

understanding the org values

and mission, it's something

that's not written and has to

be experienced" 

"Have to be more

explicit about things

that were formerly

implied" 

Generative AI

unconference session

"The new influencers - it used to be

the older, more senior managers.

Now it's the younger folks that are

writing the employee manual. They

want an individualized professional

culture. Do we let them dictate the

culture? Who is driving culture?"

The younger generations

are driving the culture.

They want individualized

manuals and cultures

from the companies.

trustworthy data is

imperative

"Employers are

consumers of work. So

we better start

customizing their

experience"

"If the rules of culture

are not shared by the

community, it's hard

to provide equality"

“I feel like I’m negotiating

a cubicle lease trying to

get my employees in the

office. It’s driving me

nuts.”

"It's easy to evacuate

after the fire alarm, but

hard to get them back

with the 'all clear'" -

"I feel like I'm

negotiating a cubicle

lease with my

employees"

Listen to the other

side!!

Influence is the

psychology of

persuasion. But the real

question is what gets

someone to act?

Heard in the crisis

comms breakout:

"People go to hotels to

do things they wouldn't

do at home!"

Make sure you have a

number 2 behind you just in

case something happens to

you. Succession planning is a

key part to preparing

someone for a new position

Using chatgpt with your comms

team needs guardrails,

education opportunities

(webinars, learning) and a

regulations checklist specific to

your company privacy detail.

re: crisis comms: "how do we

not only protect ourselves in

times of crisis, but prepare for

our brands and organizations to

be a target of other politicized

conversations" 3:02

Be mindful of IP protection

when using Chat Gpt as

someone could potentially

add code to it which in return

changes your original

proprietary state of it.

Trust is an important

factor in prompting

action.

New people coming into a

company should try to hone skills

that their boss has or needs to

have for their job in the case of

succession or if they become a

candidate for succession.

Consider a persona

framework for your

cha gpt entries

2-5 years is a good period of

time to think about your

successor and talk to them

about the steps they would

need to take in order to be

the successor

Trust is very hard to

build, and very easy

to lose.

Succession is about

development and developing

one’s skills rather than

seeing who is supposed to

wear the crown.

From the risks of AI

unconference session: "Our

CIO has blocked everyone in

our company from using Chat

GPT until we can understand it

and get policies in place."

Has the role of an officer

become less intriguing and

the succession planning is

not needed or do people still

want to have the top job?

A leaders job is to

develop to new

employees and help

them fill into the role

they want to.

Sense of ownership top

down AND bottom up is what

creates a brand experience

that brings people back time

again and creates loyalty.

Standing room only in

the crisis comms

room - pic attached:

“The only remedy for

employee drain is

community” Mark

Schaefer session

From a CCO at the risks of

AI unconference session:

"We have clear guidelines

on Chat GPT plus high-

touch human governance."

The risks of AI

unconference

session:

Taking in information and

interpreting that and

then putting that out to a

team is a key part of

being a new hire.

If you’re a brand and you’re not

leveraging data to the best of your

ability, that’s like a politician

running an ad campaign with no

testing or focus groups on the

messaging - it’s insanity.

From the risks of AI

unconference session: "What

happens when there's a

deepfake video with a fake

'expert'? Maybe very well-

made, maybe state-funded?"

The data tells a story,

but it doesn’t make

the decisions.

"A 'crisis' doesn't

always have to be a

fight. It can be an

opportunity to build a

relationship" 

From the risks of AI unconference

session: "The first reports on

corporate earnings are already

bot-driven. From major outlets. So

what's to prevent someone from

triggering the bots with fake info?"

From the risks of AI unconference

session: "I think the 2024 election

is going to see an unprecedented

amount of fake content, when any

junior staffer can create and

publish it."

That’s how you build

trust, by investing in

people and their

careers.

Important to have your

“say” and “do” aligned

in building trust with

stakeholders.

Unconference insight:

“Invest in hand-raisers

— people who step up

— and that will have a

knock-on effect.”

Truth and trust are the

currencies of our

profession - Eliot

Mizrachi

When you are in the

storm it’s critical to

know which tree you

are going to hang onto.

It is hard to draw

conclusions because

radicalization is a

fundamentally

individualized process.

“It is a true business Rick if

your employees believe

disinformation” Lisa Kaplan,

Alethea when asked about

training employees about

media literacy

The Gagen/APCO team

thoroughly enjoying

the conference, the

conversations and The

connections.

Enjoyed catching up

with legend and

trailblazer Carol Cone.

“The average user

isn’t average” -

Howard Pyle

“Become best friends with

your inner voice”.

“Advocate for other people

as though their voice was

your own”. ~Emily Goodson

Do as best as you can,

and when you learn

something new, do

better. - Maya Angelou

The digital experience

divide is comprised of:

Content

Design

Experience

1. Align with social

impact and purpose

2. Reinvent

engagement and

reduce costs

Millenial pause vs

Gen Z Shake!!

Industry of Influence

Kids want to be creators

more than astronauts (3x

time!) - The Harris Poll +

Lego study

Create like a creator!

1. Understand who you are

speaking to

2. Understand how to communicate

3. Understand who you are, and

what you bring to the table

Jennah Blau's 7 strategies for success!

1. Have a strong understanding of your values and

your voice

2. Champion diverse voices

3. Partner with creators to tap into new audiences in

a ways that is credible and authentic

4. Budget for social media

5. Test and experiment

6. Spend time on platform, mindfully

7. Have fun

Facilitated Q&A

"Design Thinking is Dead!" Howard

Pyle, Founder, Experience Futures

(Context: you need diversity in

users, in data — that requires time

and budget)

Digital privilege

BS versus lying

Nationalistic narcissist

Post pandemic - think

about:

What do you value?

What do you keep?

" Don't ask, go" (know

your voice)

Peer connection!

Morning break!

(over macarons)

Silence cannot be your

strategy. You need to have

a voice to engage with

your employees on issues.

It’s our responsibility.

Today, Over 22% of Gen Z

are LGBTQ+

Understand this community

with the intent to respond

mindfully.

The long terms success

of a corporation depends

on stakeholders,

employees and

customers

As a brand and as a

corporation, you should

know what, how and

when to speak up.

"Be a friend, before

you need a friend" —

Aba Blankson

Constructive

engagement is best

way to deal with

constructive

engagement!

Meet people where

they are.

The Brooklyn

conference has been

mind expanding with a

fun community of

CCO’s.

Growth is a team

sport.

We are too precious about

the “gut” (what we think

works, what we know worked

previously) and we need to

surrender ourselves to data

science.

Experience data and

data science to

become better

counselors.

Information moves. The level of

velocity of information moving

makes our jobs impossible. With

that in mind we have to use

technology platforms mindfully to

make our jobs impactful.

“The modern

approach to influence

is to be audience led”

Chris Foster

Employees (and Page

members' and guests' own

offspring) seem to be the

main influencers for

inspiration for work and

passion tied to work. 

Gratitude time!

👏👏👏👏👏👏

First unconference

sign up: Grant Toups!

“People don’t change their

behavior because you tell

them to; they change their

behavior because you inspire

them.” - Grant Toups

“I feel like I’m

negotiating a cubicle

lease trying to get my

employees in the office.

It’s driving me nuts.”

Designed by Integral at teamintegral.com
Open link

Digital Conference Canvas

Thursday April 13thWednesday April 12th Friday April 14th

http://www.teamintegral.com

